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SUBVARIETIESOF MODULI SPACE DETERMINED
BY FINITE GROUPS ACTING ON SURFACES
JOHN F. X. RIES
Abstract.
Suppose the finite group G acts as orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the oriented surface S of genus g . This determines an irreducible subvariety Jtg
of the moduli space J?g of Riemann surfaces of genus
g consisting of all surfaces with a group Gx of holomorphic homeomorphisms
of the same topological type as G. This family is determined by an equivalence class of epimorphisms <// from a Fuchsian group r to G whose kernel is
isomorphic to the fundamental group of S . To examine the singularity of Jfg
along this family one needs to know the full automorphism group of a generic
element of Jig ' . In §2 we show how to compute this from y/ . Let JtP denote the locus of all Riemann surfaces of genus g whose automorphism group
contains a subgroup isomorphic to G . In §3 we show that the irreducible components of this subvariety do not necessarily correspond to the families above,
that is, the components cannot be put into a one-to-one correspondence with
the topological actions of G . In §4 we examine the actions of G on the spaces
of holomorphic ^-differentials and on the first homology. We show that when
G is not cyclic, the characters of these actions do not necessarily determine the
topological type of the action oî G on S .

Introduction
Suppose the finite group G acts as orientation preserving homeomorphisms
of the oriented surface 5. By varying the complex structure of the quotient
surface S/G and lifting to S, one should get all Riemann surfaces Sx with a
group Gi of holomorphic homeomorphisms of the same topological type as the
action of G on 5". That is, these are actions by G on Riemann surfaces that
are analytically deformable to each other. Such a family is determined by an
equivalence class of epimorphisms y : Y —>G, where T is a group of Fuchsian
type and the kernel of y/ is isomorphic to the fundamental group of 5. These
families were studied in [3-8, 10-12]. In §1 we review the relevant facts from
Teichmüller space theory which are needed to describe these families.
There are questions about these families that can be answered given <//. For
instance, is G the automorphism group of the generic element of this family? If
not, what is the automorphism group of the generic element? This is important
to know if one is interested in the equisingularity strata of the singular set of the
moduli space of genus g [14]. Using a result of Singerman [18], we characterize
in §2 those G-actions for which the normalizer of G in the automorphism group
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of any surface in the corresponding family is strictly larger than G. We also note
that if generically the normalizer of G is not the entire automorphism group,
then the family consists of one point. Next we consider the set of all Riemann
surfaces of genus g with a subgroup of its automorphism group isomorphic to
G. In §3 we see that for certain G the components of this subvariety do not
correspond in a one-to-one fashion with the topological actions of G, that is,
there may be a G-action which determines a family completely contained in
the family for another action of G.
Another set of questions involves invariants associated to group actions. If
G is contained in the automorphism group of the Riemann surface S, then
there is an induced action of G on the vector spaces of k-differentials on S
for all k > 1. Note that the representation on quadratic differentials of the
full automorphism group of <S determines the singularity of the moduli space
at S. The sequence of characters of these representations of G is determined
up to composition with automorphisms of G. These invariants could be used
to decide whether or not two epimorphisms y/x, y/2 : Y —>G determine equivalent actions of G. For cyclic groups these questions have been addressed by
Guerrero [6], Harvey [7], A. Kuribayashi [10], and I. Kuribayashi [11]. In fact
I. Kuribayashi proves that the sequence of characters determines the action of
G for G cyclic. In §4 we offer some negative examples. We first review the
relationship between the characters of the representations of G on differentials
and the rotation data at fixed points. We prove that the character of the representation of G on integral homology determines the signature of Y. Using
the results of §2, we give two unramified Sj covers of the surface of genus 2,
one of which inherits the hyperelliptic involution and the other does not. Since
both covers are unramified, the Eichler trace formula [4] implies that the corresponding representations of S-¡ on /«-differentials are equivalent for all k . We
also give two examples of unramified D2n covers for even n . To show they are
not equivalent,

we calculate the representations

on integral homology.

We see

that these representations are equivalent in Sp(2g, Q), but not in Sp(2g, Z).
These examples should be contrasted with cyclic group actions yielding representations on integral homology that are equivalent in SL(2g, Z), but not in

Sp(2g,Z) [5].
1
We state some results from [3, 7-10, 12]. We will include some details, since
we will be making explicit calculations in later sections.
Fix a closed, oriented surface S of genus g, with g > 2. Let K —Kg denote kx(S, *), the fundamental group of S, Aut+ (K) the group of orientation
preserving automorphisms of K, Inn(AT) the subgroup of inner automorphisms
of K, and Modg = Out+(AT) = kxxt+(K)/lnn(K) the modular group or mapping class group of genus g . By a theorem of Nielsen this is isomorphic to the
group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S modulo isotopy. Suppose 6 is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of S. It may not fix the
basepoint, and so it may not induce a well-defined automorphism of K. But
6 is isotopic to homeomorphisms that do fix thejpasepoint, and so 8 induces
a well-defined element of Out+ (K), denoted by 6 . We use the same notation
for groups of homeomorphisms of S.
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Suppose 5i and 52 are two Riemann surfaces of genus g and for i =
1,2, G, < Aut(5,-), the group of holomorphic homeomorphisms of S,. We
say (Sx, Gx) is topologically equivalent to (52, G2) if there is an orientation
preserving homeomorphism 6 : Sx —^S2 and an isomorphism ß : Gx —►
G2
such that for all g e Gx, dogß(g) o Q. Suppose 7t, : 5, -►Si/G¡ is the
quotient map. Then this is equivalent to the existence of orientation preserving
homeomorphisms 6 : Sx —►
52 and #o : 5i/Gi —►
S2/G2 such that n2° 9 =
Bqo rtx. If 6 can be chosen to be biholomorphic, then we say (5i, Gj) is
isomorphic to (52, G2).

Again suppose G, < Aut(5,) for z = 1, 2. Suppose 6,■: S —►
S¡■, i = 1, 2,
axe any orientation preserving homeomorphisms. Then G\ = 6~xGidi, i =
1,2, are two groups of homeomorphisms of 5, which determine subgroups
G\ and G2 of Modg . If (5i, Gi) is topologically equivalent to (52, G2) by
6 , and a = 82x o 0 o 9X, then G2 = aG'xa~~x and so G[ and G2 are conjugate
subgroups of Modg.
On the other hand, suppose G is a finite subgroup of Mod^. This determines, up to isomorphism, a unique extension of K via
1 —» Inn(7v~) —+ Aut+(7v") —-> Out+(7v") —» 1

(l)

II
1 —>

K

v
^

Y

V
-^

G

—

1.

By KerckhofFs solution of the Nielsen realization problem [9], Y is a group
of Fuchsian type, say with signature [p ; mx, ... , mt]. Let U be the upper
half-plane. Then PSL(2,1) acts on U as its group of holomorphic homeomorphisms. Let T(Y), the Teichmüller space of Y, be one of the two components of the set of equivalence classes [r] modulo conjugation by PSL(2, R)
of injections r : T -» PSL(2, R) such that r(Y) is discrete. Let Mod(T) =
Aut+(r)/Inn(r),
where again Aut +(r) is the group of orientation preserving
type preserving automorphisms of Y. Suppose a e Aut+(r). Then a e
Mod(T) acts on T(Y) (on the right) by Zx[r] = [roa].
Then Mod(T) acts
discontinuously on T(Y) and ^(Y) = T(Y)/Mod(Y) is the space of conjugacy
classes of discrete subgroups of PSL(2, R) isomorphic to Y. The injection i
induces a map i : T(Y) —►
T(K) = Tg, defined by i[r] = [r o /], which is a
holomorphic homeomorphism onto T^ , the locus of fixed points of G in Tg .
Suppose [r] e T(Y) and let p = r o i. Let Sp denote the Riemann surface
U/p(K) of genus g. Then G acts on Sp as follows. Let z e U and g eG.
Suppose y e Y is any element that projects to g. Then
gp(K)z = r(y)p(K)z.
This gives us an injection <pr: G —*Aut(Sp). Let Gr = <f>r(G). By covering
space theory there is a homeomorphism 0 : S —>Sp inducing nx(S, *) =
K -^ r(K) ~ nx(Sp, *), and the subgroup of Out + (7i") determined by Gr and

6 as above is G.
Let Sr — U/r(Y) and n : Sp —>Sr be the quotient map by the action of
Gr. Then Sr is a Riemann surface of genus p, with t distinguished points
px, ... , pt, which are the ramification points for the map n . If Y has presentation
._.

(xx,yx,

... ,yp, zx, ... , z,\ [xx,yx]--[xp,yp]zx

■■■z,
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then
(a) y/(xx), y/(yx), ... , y(zt) generate G,
(b) y/(zj) has order m¡ in G,
(c) the elements of Gr which fix points of Sp over p¡ axe conjugate to
powers of (¡>r(y/(zi)),
(d) (the Riemann-Hurwitz relation)

2S-2=|G|(2P-2

+ t(l-i-)

Now suppose [r] and [s] axe two elements of T(Y). Since r(Y) is isomorphic to s(Y) and they have compact quotient, it is known that there is a
homeomorphism 8 of U such that for all y eY,

s(y) o 0 = 6 o r(y).
Since [r] and [s] lie in the same component of T(Y), 9 is orientation preserving [12]. Let p = r o i and o = s o i. Then 9 descends to an orientation
preserving homeomorphism of Sp and S„ intertwining the actions of Gr and
Gs. Thus (Sp, Gr) is topologically equivalent to (Sa, Gs).

Suppose a e Aui+(K) and consider ä~Gä~~x. Then aYa~x is the subgroup
of Aut+(7<") containing Inn(7v") which projects to a~Ga~x . We denote by ia the
isomorphism of conjugation by a, ia(y) = aya~x . Then we have the followng
commutative diagram:
1 -►

K -►
a

1 -►
]T(aYa-x) = Tf°"''

a~Gâ~x -►

i„

K —'—*

Then la : T(aTa~x)

aYa~x ->

Y

Ij

-►

G

-►

-* T(Y) is an analytic homeomorphism

= â~x(Tg).

1

1
and we have

Note that if a G T, then za is the identity

map on r(r).
We can draw several conclusions from this. First let 7V(G) be the normalizer

of G in Modg. Then N(G) is contained in the stabilizer of iT(Y) = T^ in
Modg and the homomorphism which sends a to ia induces an injection of
N(G)/G into Mod(r). Since K < Y, we can define the relative mapping class

group of T and K as

Mod(T, K) = {â e Mod(T) | a(^) = K}.
Then Mod(T, K) is a subgroup of finite index in Mod(r) and

(3)

N(G)/G~Mod(Y,K).

On the other hand, if ä(T^) = Tg, then rf03"' = Tj¡ . Let 77 be the group
generated by ä~Gä~~xfor a in the stabilizer of Tg . Then Tg = T" and so 77
is a finite group. Thus N(G) is a subgroup of finite index in 7V(77), which is

the stabilizer of Tg in Mods .
Suppose a e Aut+(K) and [r] e T(aYa~x).
Then la[r] = [r o ia] g T(Y).
Let />i = r o j and p2 = r oiao i. Then /j] o a = /?2 and so px (K) = p2(K),
SPx = SP2, and ^(qGq-1)
= (¡>ro,„(G)in Aut(5/)|).
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We can summarize the above remarks as follows. Suppose 2* is a conjugacy
class of finite subgroups of Modg and let Gef.
We also denote this conjugacy
class by [G]. Let Y be the subgroup of Aut+(7i) which projects to G. Then
T is of Fuchsian type and

JT(&) = T(Y)/Mod(Y, K)
is the moduli space of isomorphism classes of pairs (5i, Gi), where 5) is a
Riemann surface of genus g, Gx < Aut(5i ), and Gi, any subgroup of Mod#
induced by Gi, lies in 2?. The map i : T(Y) -> Tg covers the natural for-

getful map Jf{f§) —>Jtg which sends (5i, Gi) to 5i . Let Jfg

denote the

image of this map. This map is finite-to-one, but may not be injective since the
submanifolds Tg and J^05"' of Tg may not be disjoint, that is, there may
be a finite subgroup 77 of Modg which contains G and aGa~ ' but these are
not conjugate in 77. For example, using the results of the next section, we can
see that there is only one conjugacy class 2? of subgroups of Mods isomorphic
to 54 and the map from J[(f§) to Jif is generically two-to-one. If Y has
signature [p ; mx, ... , mt], then

dim Jt(&) = dim T(Y) = 3p-3 + t.
Finally suppose Y is a group of Fuchsian type with signature [p ; mx, ... , mt]
and y/ : Y —»G is a homomorphism to the finite group G having the above
properties (a), (b), and (d) for some g > 2. Then the kernel of y/ is torsion free
and isomorphic to K. Let i : K —>Y be an isomorphism from K to ker y/ .
Since the center of Y is trivial, the action of Y on K induced by conjugation
yields injections Y —►
Aut+(7\") and G -» Modg and we are in the situation
above. More precisely, suppose y e Y and let ay denote the automorphism of
K induced by conjugation by y, that is, ty o i = ioay. Note that if y = i(k)
for k e K, then ay = ik . For a e G, let a(a) denote the induced element
of Mod^ , that is, if y e Y and y/(y) —a, then a(a) = ay. We say that o is
induced by the pair (i, y/). Then the following can easily be shown:
(a) If 8 e Aut(G), then (i, S o y/) induces a o 8~x.
(b) If ß e Aut+(r), then (ß~x o /, y/ o ß) induces o .
(c) If a e Aut+(AT), then (z o a-1, yi) induces z„ o a .

(d) If ß e Aut+(T) and preserves i(K), then there is a 8 e Aut(G) so that
8 o y/ o ß = y/ and there is an a e Aut+(7v") so that ß o ioa

= i. Then

(i, y/°ß) and (/?°z, y/) induce oo8 = iâ°o and hence a e N(a(G)).
Thus a(G), the image of G in Modg, depends on both z and y/, but
the conjugacy class 2?v = [a(G)] is determined by y/. Note that two such
epimorphisms y/x, y/2 : Y —>G determine isomorphic extensions of K and

hence topologically equivalent G-actions iff there are ß e Aut+(r) and X e
Aut(G) so that y/2= Xo y/xo ß .

Notation. Suppose 2? and %f are conjugacy classes of subgroups of Mod¿.

Then we will write 2? < & (resp. 9 < X) if there are G e 9 and 77 € X
such that G < 77 (resp. G < 77).

2
In this paper we want to study the subvarieties Jff of ¿#g . We have already
noted their dimensions. Their singularities would have similar description as for
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./#£ itself, possible quotient singularities at 5i when Gi ^ N^ul(S AGX), but
also possible identification singularities when Aut(5i ) contains two subgroups
Gi and G2 from 2? which are not conjugate in Aut(5j ).
It is clear that if G < 77 are finite subgroups of Mod^ , then ^H] C ^G].
We will first examine cases when these can be equal even though G / 77. If
y/ : Y —>G and Y has presentation (2), let a, = y/(x¡), b¡ = y/(y¡), 1 < i < p ,
and c¡ - y/(z¡), 1 < i < t.
Theorem. Let y/ : Y -» G and i : Kg -> Y induce the inclusion of G as a
subgroup of Modg . Suppose one of the following is true:
1. T has signature [2; -] and there is an automorphism a of G such that,
if d = a~xbxxa2b2,

a(ax) = a\~x,

a(bx) = bx~x, a(a2) = da2xd~x,

a(b2) = dbfx d~x.

2. Y has signature [1 ; k, k] and there is an a e Aut(G) such that, if
d = axxb~xcx,
a(ax) = ax~x,

a(bx) = bx~x,

a(cx) = dc2d~x,

a(c2) - dcxd~x.

3. T has signature [1 ; k] and there is an a e Aut(G) such that
a(ax) = a~x,

a(bx) = bxx,

a(cx) = a~xbx~xcxbxax.

4. Y has signature [0 ; k, I, k, I] for some k, I with 2 < k and 3 < /. If
k t¿ /, there is an a e Aut(G) such that
a(cx) = c3 ,

a(c2) = c4 ,

a(cf) = CX,

a(c4) = c2 .

If k = I, then a exists after replacing y/ by y/ ° ß for some p e Aut+(T).
5. T has signature [0; k, k, k, k] for some k with 3 < k and there are
a, ß e Aut(G) such that
a(cx ) = c},

ß(cx) = c2,

a(c2) = c4 ,

ß(c2) = cx,

a(c3) = cx,

ß(c3) = cxxc4cx,

a(c4) = c2 ,

ß(c4) = c2c3c2x .

6. T has signature [0; I, I, k] for some k, I with 3 < /, 2 < k and at
least one of the inequalities is strict. If k f= I, there is an a e Aut(G) such that
a(cx) = c2,

a(c2) = cx,

a(c}) = c2C)C2x.

If k = I, then a exists after replacing y/ by y/ ° p. for some p e Aut+(T).
7. T has signature [0 ; k, k, k] for some k > 4 and there is a ß e Aut(G)

such that
ß(cx) = C2,

ß(c2)

= C3,

ß(C3) = CX.

8. T has signature [0; k, k, k] for some k > 4 and there are a, ß e Aut(G)
such that
a(cx) = c2,
ß(cx) = c2,

a(c2) = cx,
ß(c2) = c3,

a(c3) = c2cic2x ,
ß(c3) = cx.

If 77 is the corresponding group with presentation

I, 2, 3, 4, 6. 77 = (G, a \ ■■■ , a2 = 1, aga = a(g), for g e G),
5. H = (G,a,b\-, a2 = b2= 1, aga = a(g), bgb = ß(g),
for g e G, abab - (c2c3)~x),
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, b3=l,bgb2

8. H=(G,a,b\---
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= ß(g),for geG),

, a2 = bi = l,aga

= a(g),bgb2 = ß(g),
for g eG, abab = cxx),

where the dots denote the relations of G, then there exist Yq , an inclusion j :

Y —>T0, and an epimorphism yi^: r0 -» 77 such that y/ = Vo°J and (j ° i, Wo)
induces the inclusion of H as a subgroup of Mod? with the property that G ^

77, G « 77 and Jffx = JT¡m.
Conversely, any subgroup 77 of Modg with the above property arises in this
way.
Proof. By the above remarks Y is identified with a subgroup of Aut+(7£) and
y/ becomes the projection in (1). Suppose there is a finite subgroup 77 of

Modg such that G < 77, G ^ 77, and JTg[G]
= Jf\H^. Let Y0 be the subgroup
of Aut+(7i") containing lnn(K) which projects to 77 and let y/0: Y0 -> 77 be
the projection. Then Y < r0 and, if j : Y -> Y0 denotes the inclusion, then
jT(Yo) = T(Y), since they have the same dimension.
Assume r0 has signature [po; nx, ... , ns] and presentation
(-^l > Y\, ... , YPo,Zx, ... , Zs \ [Xx, Yx] ■■■[XPq, YPo]Zx• • ■Zs
and T has signature [p; nx, ... , nt] and presentation (2). Singerman lists
all possible pairs Y, Yo with the above properties in [18]. Let 770 = T0/r
and let f70: Y0 —»77o be the quotient homomorphism. Then (j, 8o) induces
770 < Mod(T). Given y/ so that ker y/ - i(K), then i(K) will be a normal
subgroup of T0 iff 770< Mod(T, K) iff for all y e Y0 there is an ay e Aut(G)
so that y/oiy = ayoy/ . If this is true, then 770~ 77/G. So, for each generator of
77o, we choose a particular coset representative y e Y0 projecting to it. Then
¥o(ï) gives a generator of 77 over G so that iVo(y)= ay e Aut(G) and any word
in these y projecting to the identity in 770 must lie in Y and so project via y/
into G. The following generators and relations determine an inclusion j of Y
as a subgroup of r0 and can be verified using a standard Reidemeister-Schreier
rewriting process [13].
1. T has signature [2; -], r0 has signature [0; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2], 770 =

Z2 = {±1} , and 90(Zi) = -1,
xx = ZXZ2,

1 < i < 6. We identify ker0o with r by

yx — Z3Z2,

x2 —Z4Zi,

y2 = Z^Z¡.

If we take y = Z2, then y1 = 1 and a — ay. Since xx, yx, x2, y2, Z2 generate
r0, we can calculate y/$. Setting a = y/0(Z2) and d = axxbxxa2b2, we get

y/0(Zx) = axa,

y/0(Z2) = a,

y/0(Z4) = a2d~xa,

y/0(Z3) = bxa,

y/0(Z5) = d~xa,

y/0(Z6) = b2d~xa.

2. Y has signature [ 1 ; k, k], Y0 has signature [0 ; 2, 2, 2, 2, k], 770= Z2,
0o(Z,-)= -1, 1 < z < 4, and 80(Z5) - 1 . We identify ker 90 with Y by
xx=Z2Z3,

yx—Z4Z3,

zx—Zs,

If we take y = Z3, then y2 = 1 and a = ay.

z2 = ZxZ$Zx.

Setting a = y/o(Z3) and
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d = axxbxxcx, we get
y/0(Zx) = d~xa,

y/0(Z2) = axa,

y/0(Z4) = bxa,

y/0(Z3) = a,

y/0(Z5) = cx.

3. T has signature [1 ; k], Y0 has signature [0; 2, 2, 2, 2k], Hn = Z2,
and 0O(Z;)= -1, 1 < z < 4. We identify ker 90 with Y by
xx = ZXZ2,

yx = Z3ZX,

zx = Z4 .

If we take y = Zx, then y2 — 1 and a = ay. Setting a = y/o(Zx), we get
y/0(Zx) = a,

y/Q(Z2)= aax,

y/0(Z3) = abxx,

^0(Z4) = abxxaxx.

4. Y has signature [0 ; k, l, k, l], Yç, has signature [0 ; 2, 2, k, l], 770=
Z2, 0O(Z,) = -1, 1 < i < 2, and 90(Z¡) = 1, 3 < z < 4. We identify ker0o
with T by
z\ = Z3,

z2 = Z4,

z3 = ZXZ3ZX,

z4 = ZXZ4ZX.

If we take y = ZX, then y2 = 1 and a = ay. Setting a = y/o(Zx), we get
¥o(Zx) = a,

y/0(Z2) = ac2xcxx,

y/o(Z3) = cx,

y/0(Z4) = c2.

5. T has signature [0 ; k, k, k, k], r0 has signature [0; 2,2,2,
Z2 x Z2 = {1, £i,e2,

ei£2}, 0o(Zi)=ßi,

k], 770=

90(Z2) = e2, 80(Z3) = exs2, and

80(Z4) = 1. We identify ker0o with Y by
zx=Z4,

z2 = ZXZ4ZX ,

z3 = Z3Z4Z3 ,

z4 = Z3ZXZ4ZXZ3.

If we take yi = Z3 and y2 = Z,, then y\ = y\ = 1, yxy2yxy2= (z2z3)~x,
a = an , and ß = an . Setting a = y/ç,(Z3) and b = y/o(Zx), we get
y/0(Zx) = b,

y/0(Z2) = bcx-xa,

y/0(Z3) = a,

y/(Z4) = cx.

6. T has signature [0; /, /, k], Y0 has signature [0;2,l,2k],
770= Z2 ,
90(ZX)= -l, 90(Z2) = 1, and 90(Z3) = -1. We identify ker0o with Y by
z\ = ZXZ2ZX,

z2 = Z2,

z3 = Z32.

If we take y = Zx, then y2 = 1 and a = ay. Setting a = y/o(Zx), we get

^o(Zi) = a,

y/o(Z2) = c2,

y/0(Z3) = ac~x.

7. T has signature [0 ; k, k, k], Y0 has signature [0 ; 3, 3, k], Hr¡ —Z3 —
{1, e, e2} , 0o(Zi) = e, 90(Z2) = e2 , and 90(Z3) = 1. We identify ker 90 with

T by
2\—Z3,

z2 — Z2Z3Z2 ,

z3 — Z2 Z3Z2 .

If we take y = Z2, then y3 = 1 and ß = ay. Setting b - y/o(Z2), we get
Wo(Zx) = cxxb2,

y/0(Z2) = b,

y/0(Z3) = cx.

8. T has signature [0 ; k, k, k], r0 has signature [0 ; 2, 3, 2k], TTn= 53,
0o(Zi) = (12), 0o(Z2) = (123), and 0O(Z3)= (13). We identify ker0o with Y
by
zx = Z\ , z2 = Z2Z]ZI,
z3 = Z\zlZ2.
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If we take yx = Zx and y2 = Z2, then yj = y\ = 1, yxy2yxy2= zx x, a = a7x ,
and ß = ay2. Setting a = y/o(Zx) and b = y/o(Z2), we get
y/0(Zx) = a,

y/0(Z2) = b,

y/(Z3) = b2a.

Moreover, with this particular j and a presentation of the corresponding
group 77o, the presentation of 77 is that given in the theorem.
The remaining problem is that the generators of Y singled out above may
not be the initially chosen ones, that is, suppose ; is replaced by j ° p~x for
some p e Aut+(r). Then by the remarks in §1, 77o is replaced by pHffi~x.

But T(Y)H°= ]T(Y0) = T(Y) and so also r(r)^/r'
= t(Y) . Let 77, be
the subgroup of Mod(T) generated by JJH0Ji~x for all p e Mod(T). Then
77o < 77i « Mod(T) and T(Y)H<= T(Y). Thus 77] is a finite group and if
Ti is the subgroup of Aut+(r) containing Y (i.e., Inn(T)) which projects to

77i, then Y < Yx and dim T(Y) = dim T(YX). Therefore the pair Y, Yx
must be on Singerman's list. Thus in all cases except 4 and 6 with k = I, we
have r0 = T[ and Hq — Hx. This shows that the results above are actually
independent of j for these cases. But in case 4 (resp. case 6) when k = /,
the pair Y, Yx comes from case 5 (resp. case 8) and Hx ~ Z2 x Z2 (resp.
53 ). The three subgroups of 77i isomorphic to 770 are conjugate in Mod(T)
and so there exists p transforming our given j from the beginning of the
proof into the one of the above computations. This will replace (i, y/) with
(p~x o i, y/ o p) which induces the same inclusion of G into Modg . Then
y/ o p has the property stated in the theorem.
Conversely, suppose y/ satisfies any of the cases of the theorem. If we form
the indicated group 77, then by the calculations in the first part of the proof,
there is an inclusion ;' of Y as a normal subgroup of the corresponding Y0
and an epimorphism y/Q: Yq —>77 such that Wo° j — W• Then (j o /, y/0-)
induces an inclusion of 77 as a subgroup of Modg such that G < H, G ^ H,

and, since 7^(r0) = T(Y), we have J?¡G] = JÍ¡H\

u

Remark. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of Mod? and suppose there is a subgroup 77 of Modg with the properties

G < 77,

G ^ 77,

and Jff^ = J?\HX.

If 77i is the subgroup of Mod# generated by all such 77, then 77[ also has
the above property. It follows from the theorem that if 77i corresponds to
case 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7, then 77i is the only subgroup of Mod^ with the above
property. On the other hand, if 77i corresponds to case 5 (resp. case 8), then
there are also three subgroups of 77i corresponding to case 4 with k = I (resp.
three subgroups of 77i corresponding to case 6 with k = I and a subgroup
corresponding to case 7) with the above property. Note that their conjugacy
classes may or may not be distinct.
As was noted earlier, ^(Y) is the space of isomorphism classes of Riemann surfaces of genus p with t distinguished points px,... , pt of orders
mx, ... , mt resp. For most Y the generic pointed Riemann surface corresponding to an element of Jf^Y) has trivial automorphism group. But for the
T listed in the theorem, the automorphism groups of all elements of ^#(T)
contain the corresponding group 77o.
1. All Riemann surfaces of genus 2 are hyperelliptic.
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2. AU Riemann surfaces of genus 1 with distinguished points px ^ p2 have
the automorphism a(p) = px+p2- p .
3. All Riemann surfaces of genus 1 with distinguished point px have the
automorphism a(p) = 2px - p .
4, 5. The automorphism group of P1 with any four distinct distinguished
points contains Z2 x Z2.

6, 7,8. Aut(P* ~{0, l,oo}) = 53.
Thus the theorem gives the conditions for some or all of these automorphisms
to lift to a regular cover branched over the distinguished points.
This also shows that we can say more in cases 4 and 6 when k = I. Suppose
T has signature [0 ; k, k, k, k], corresponding to P1 with four distinguished
points px , p2, p3, p4. Every orientation preserving automorphism of Y sends
z, to a conjugate of some z¡ and Mod(T) maps onto S4 . The automorphism
group noted above permutes px , p2, p3, p4 as the normal Z2 x Z2 in 54.
There are three elements of order 2 and any one could lift to the cover of P1
determined by y/ . Thus case 4 says that, up to composing y/ with one of three
coset representatives of A^(To) inAut + (T), zZl induces an automorphism of
G, or, equivalently, in the notation of case 5, one of izx , iz2, or iz} induces
an automorphism of G. Similar remarks hold for case 6 with k = /, since
Mod(T) = 53, which has three elements of order 2.

Remark. Note that the dimension of JigG^ is 3 in case 1, 2 in case 2, 1 in cases
3, 4, 5, and 0 in cases 6, 7, 8.
Remark. Again suppose yi and z are as in (1). The above considerations
could be applied to any finite subgroup 77o of Mod(T) to determine whether
the automorphisms determined by 770 of surfaces uniformized by Y lift to

the cover determined by z. This is equivalent to asking if 77o < Mod(T, K),
that is, is there a subgroup 77 of Modg so that G < H, H/G ~ Ho, and
i(T(Y)H°) = Tg ? Again, one needs a group Y0 of Fuchsian type, an inclusion
j : T —►
r0, and an epimorphism 0o : To —►
77o such that ker 0o ~ j(Y) and
(j, 0o) determines 770 as a subgroup of Mod(T). Thus the reason that the
above results are so easily computable is that in those cases 77o is (or is very
nearly) a normal subgroup of Mod(T).
It is also possible that G < 77 are finite subgroups of Mod? , G not normal
in 77, and ^jG1 = ^¡H] ■ Then, as in the theorem, we have Fuchsian groups
T < T0 < Aut+(Kg), Y not normal in r0, Kg normal in Y, and Y0 with

YIKg ~ G and Yo/Kg ~ 77, and if j : T-» Tn is the inclusion, then jT(Yq) =
T(Y). Singerman lists all the possibilities in [18]; all such pairs are triangle
groups and so Jff^ is a single point. Thus if Jfg^ is not a single point
and is not a case of the above theorem, then the generic element of Jff^ has
automorphism group isomorphic to G.
Let A be the largest normal subgroup of Y0 contained in Y. Then, if
T(Yo) = {[r]}, the map U/r(A) —»U/r(Y0) is the Galois closure of the map
U/r(Y) -* U/r(Y0). Let 770 = r0/A, G0 = Y/A, and n = [Y0 : Y] =
[Ho : Go]. Singerman gives in [18] the permutation representation, 0o : To —>

5„ , of To on the set of cosets r0/r.

Then ker 0O= A and 0o(r) = 0o(ro) n

5„_i ~ Go . One can easily see that the signatures of Y and To (and hence the
index n ) determine the cycle structure of the elements 0q(Zi), 9q(Z2) , and
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0o(Z3) of 5„ , and consequently 0o is uniquely determined up to composition
with an inner automorphism of S„ . On the other hand, in each case given To
and 77o, there is a unique epimorphism 9q :Yo -* Ho up to composition with
Aut(77o), and then Y ~ 0o"1(Go) and A = ker 0o. Finally suppose 770 and
A are given and let A have signature [h;kx, ... ,kr]. Then the signature of
To is determined and in each case there is a unique suitably pointed Riemann
surface of genus h whose automorphism group contains (and hence equals)

77oIn Table 1 we reproduce Singerman's list and identify 77o, Go, and A.
Again suppose T(Yn) = {[r]} and let Sx = U/r(A). In cases A and C, 5i is the
Klein-Hurwitz surface of genus 3. In B, 5i is Macbeath's surface of genus 7. In
D, 5i is the Fermât quartic of genus 3 and hence 77i = Z4xZ4x53 of order 96,
where 53 acts as in the nontrivial component of the permutation representation.
Gi is any cyclic subgroup of order 8. In F, 772= Z3 x Z3 x Z3 x A4 of order
324, where again A4 acts as in the nontrivial component of the permutation
representation. G2 has order 27 and is generated by any two elements gx, g2
of order 9 such that (gx) n (g2) has order 3. In G, 5i is Bring's surface of
genus 4.
Suppose T is from the table, y/ : Y —>G is an epimorphism, and i is an
isomorphism from Kg to ker yi. Then the pair (i, yi) allows us to identify
G with a subgroup of Mod? . Suppose 5 is the surface of genus g with this
G-action. Then there is a group 77 < Modg with G < 77, G not normal in
H, and Jfg^ - J£\H^ if and only if there is an inclusion j : Y -> Yq for some
To corresponding to Y in the table and an epimorphism <//o: To —>77 such

that y/o° j = y and ker y/0= j(i(K)). We will not go through the details of
each case, but make the following remarks.

Table

1

To

Ho

[0 ; 7, 7, 7]

[0;2, 3, 7]

PSL(2, 7)

_Jn__

[3;-]

24

B

[0; 2, 7, 7]

[0;2, 3, 7]

PSL(2,23)

Aff(l, 23)

[7;-]

9

C

[0; 3, 3, 7]

[0;2, 3, 7]

PSL(2, 7)

AfF+(l, 7)

[3;-]

8

D

[0;4, 8, 8]

[0;2, 3, 8]

H\

[3;-]

12

E

[0 ; 3, 8, 8]

[0;2, 3, 8]

PGL(2, 32)

Aff(l, 32)

[16;-]

10

F

[0;9, 9, 9]

[0; 2, 3, 9]

H2

G2

[10;-]

[0;4,4,

[0;2,4,

PGL(2, 5)

Aff(1, 5)

[4;-]

[0; 2, 3,4m]

S4

Z4

[0 ; m , m , m,
m, m, m]

6

[0; 2,4, 2m]

Dt

Z2

[0 ; m, m ,
m, m]

4

[0; 2, 3, 3m]

A4

z3

[0 ; m , m ,
m, m]

4

H

5]

[0 ; m, 4m , 4m]

5]

(m>2)

I

[0 ; m, 2m, 2m]
(m>3)

J

[0; m, 3, 3m]
(m>3)

K

[0; 2, m, 2m]
(m>4)

[0; 2, 3, 2m]

[0; m, m, m]

6
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If j and ^o exist, then (a) there is a homomorphism n : G —>Ho such
that n o y/ = 0Oo j, and then %(G) is (conjugate to) Go . This says that the
quotient map 5 —►
S/G factors through the surface 5i mentioned above. If
k : A —►
T is an isomorphism from A to ker(7t o y/) and F = ker n , then let
y/x — y/ o k be the epimorphism from A onto F . If conjugation by To acts
on A via j o k , then (b) for every y0 £ To there is an ayo e Aut(F) so that
y/x o iyo = ayo o y/x. This says that 77o = Aut(5i ) lifts to 5. Conversely if (a)
and (b) hold for a given j, then y/o exists.
Conversely we could also ask if a given finite subgroup 77 of Modg contains
a subgroup G such that ^#jG] = ^gH^ ■ Given all the information above we
can give an easily computable condition in the next theorem. We continue the
above notation and let Go = ( 1) in the context of the previous theorem. Note
that 0o depends on the particular case of that theorem and not just on To and
77o. In cases 2, 4, and 6 the epimorphism 0o given above is not the only one
having a group of the "type" of Y as kernel. In cases 2 and 4 when k = 2 and
in case 6 when / = 2k, Y is not a characteristic subgroup of To . In addition,
in case 6 when / is even we may switch the roles of Z2 and Z3.
Theorem. Suppose y/o : Y0 ^> H determines the conjugacy class 2?Vaof finite
subgroups of Wlodg. There is a conjugacy class 2? of finite subgroups of Modg

such that 2? < 2?¥ü, 2? ¿ 2?Vo,and Jf^ = Jfg "° iff Y0 is from the previous
theorem or Table 1 and there is an epimorphism n : H —>770 such that noy/0 —
0o, except in the following cases of the theorem:
2. When k = 2, no y/n(Z¡) = -1 for all but one generator of To.

4. When k = 2, no y/o(Z{)—-1 for any two of Zx, Z2, Z3.
6. When I is even, n o y/0(Zi) = -I for Zx and any one of Z2, Z3.
In each case 2? —2?y, where y/ : Y -> G is defined by letting G = n~x(G0), j
be an isomorphism of Y with y/Q~x(G),and w = Wo° j ■
We mention one consequence of the above.
Corollary. Suppose S is a Hurwitz surface with Hurwitz group 77 and further
suppose there is no epimorphism from 77 to either PSL(2, 7) or PSL(2, 23).
Then no proper subgroup of 77 "determines" S, that is, for every proper subgroup

G of 77, Jff3^ has positive dimension.
Finally suppose that 2?x and 2?2 are conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of
Modg such that Jfp = Jig2. Suppose G, e 2?i are chosen so that Tg1 = Tg2
and neither Gi nor G2 contains the other. Let 77 be the subgroup of Modg
generated by Gi and G2. Then T'f = Tg' and 77 is a finite group. Note
that it need not be true that Tg,n°2 = Tg1 . Let Y0, Yx, Y2, and Y3 be the
subgroups of Aut+(Kg) projecting to 77, Gi , G2 , and Gi n G2, resp. Then
the pairs Ti, To and Y2, To must come from the first theorem or from Table

1.
We will consider the case where the dimension of J?gH] is greater than
or equal to 1. Then Gi and G2 are normal subgroups of 77. Let F3 =

77/(Gi n G2) = r0/r3 and F, = 77/G, = r0/r,.

Up to switching Yx and Y2

there are only four possibilities which we record in Table 2. This should be
compared to the theorem in §2 of [6].

subvarieties of moduli space
Table

[0;2, 2, 2, 2, 2]

[1;2,2]
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2

I'; 2, 2]

[2;

[0; 2, 2, 2, 2*]

[0 ; 2, Ik , 2, 2k)

11; k]

[i;k,k]

[0; 2, 2, 2, fc]

[0 ; 2, A:, 2, k]

[0; 2,/fc, 2, it]

10; k.k.k.k]

[0;2, 2, 2,2fc]

[0;2/t, 2it, 2(fc,2Jc]

[1;*]

Z:

Z,

Z2 x Z2

Zj

Z2 X z2

z2

Z2 x Z2 x Z2

(t>2)

(t>2)

[l;k,k,k,k]

Z2 x Z2

Notation. We introduce the following notation for the sake of brevity. Given
T with signature [p; mx, ... , mt] and presentation (2), we specify homomorphisms y/ : Y —>G by listing the images of the generators and we will write

V

(yt(xx),yi(yx),...,yi(zt))eG2^

Suppose g > 2 and the finite group G are fixed. Let [Gi], ... , [Gm] be all
the conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of Modg isomorphic to G. Then

,)
= U-*,ICi
1=1

is the space of all Riemann surfaces 5 of genus g having a subgroup of its
automorphism group isomorphic to G. It is a finite union of subvarieties of
Jfg , but in general the number of components of Âfg is less than m . That is,
there may be classes [Gi] and [G2] suchthat Gi ~ G2 ~ G and Jfg[G]]c Jf\GÚ .
We consider the case where G - (8 \ 8" - I) is cyclic of order n for some
n > 3 . Suppose y/ : Y —>G determines the family Jtg ". We refer to the cases
of the first theorem in §2.
In cases 1 and 2, 77 ~ D2n, the dihedral group of order 2«, and is the
automorphism group of the generic element 5 of Jtg ¥. In case 1, g - n + 1,
and in case 2, g = n - n/k + 1, where 1 < k \ n . Hence, generically, Aut(5)
contains only one subgroup isomorphic to G. In case 3, Y has no abelian
quotient with torsion free kernel.
Suppose in case 4 that cx — y/(zx) is a generator of G. By composing y/
with an automorphism of G we may assume cx = 8 . We also assume that 77 is
abelian, that is, that a is the identity automorphism of G. Then 77 ~ Z„ x Z2
and y/ ~ (8, 8e, 8, 8e) for some e such that 1 < e < n - 1 and 2 + 2e = 0
(mod n ). Hence g = n - (n, e). If n is odd, then e = n - 1 and if n - 2nx
is even, then there are two solutions e = n - 1 and e = nx - I.
First suppose e is odd. Note that this implies n = 2nx and g = n - 1.
Then r0 has signature [0; 2, 2, 2nx, 2nx] and

(4)

y/0 ~ (a, aS e ', 8, 8e) —(a, a8x

"', aSx, aSex)

where 8X = aS also has order n. Suppose n : 77 —>Z2 is the epimorphism
with kernel generated by 8X. If Yx = kex(noy/o), then i(Kg) <¡YX<¡Y0. From
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(4) we see that each generator of To is sent to the generator of Z2. Again an
easy computation shows that, if
xx = ZXZ2,

vi = Z3Z2,

zx = Z],

z2 = Z42,

then xx, yx, zx, z2 generate F[ with relations [xx, yx]zxz2 = I = z"1 —z"1 .

Thus Ti has signature [1 ; nx, nx] and if y/x= ^0 hV H -> G\ = (8X), then
y/x~ (8x-e~x,8ex;8¡, 8X2). Thus Jtf" C ^if" .
Remark. If the Reimann surface 5 corresponds to an element of Jfg v , then
the projection from 5 to S/Gx, the quotient by the action of Gi, is a map to
a Riemann surface of genus 1 with two branch points. Since
iz2(xx) = xxx,
¡z2(z\) = yxxzxyx,

iz2(yi) = yxxzx,
zz2(z2) = (xxyx)'xz2(xxyx),

we see that the automorphism of order two of the quotient surface S/Gx which
lifts to 5 to give the automorphism a in H fixes both ramification points, and
so is not the automorphism of order 2 possessed by all elements of Afg n as in

case 2.
Remark. If n = 4no + 2, then only e = 4«o + 1 is odd and corresponds to

g = n - 1.
Remark. If n = 4«0, then e - 4«o - 1 and e' = 2«0 - 1 are both odd and
correspond to g = 4no - 1. Then by the construction above we get two homomorphisms y/ and y/' from Y to G which determine two homomorphisms
y/x ~ (1, 8X~X
; ô\, 8~2) and y/'x~ (S2n°, 82na~x; S2, 8~2) from Yx with signature [1 ; 2«o, 2«o] to Gi. Without supplying details [1, 7], we claim that there
is a ß e Aut+(Fi) so that y/x° ß = y/[. Since y/ and y/' are not equivalent,
we have three distinct conjugacy classes 2?v, 2?^ , and 2?Vxof cyclic groups of

order 4«0 such that Jtf" UJfgv' c Jtf« .
Now suppose n and e axe even. Then n = 4«o + 2, e = 2no, and g =

n - 2 —4«o • Then To has signature [0 ; 2, 2, 4«0 + 2, 2«o + 1] and
y/o~(a,

aS2no+x, 8, 82n") = (a, ¿2"0+1, a8x, 82n°),

where ¿1 = aS also has order n. Suppose n : 77 —►
Z2 is the epimorphism
with kernel generated by 8X. If Yx - kex(n o y/0), then i(Kg) < Ti < To and
it o yio sends the generators Zi and Z3 of To to the generator of Z2, and Z2

and Z4 to the identity. If
Z] = ZXZ2ZX,

z2 — Z2,

z3 = Z3 ,

z4 = Z3~ Z4Z3,

Z5 = Z4,

then zx, ... , z¡ generate Yx and it is easy to see that Yx has signature

[0; 2, 2, 2n0 + 1, 2n0 + 1, 2«0 + 1]. If H>\= ¥0 \rf-Tx -*■G\ = (Sx), then
y/x ~ (82xna+x,S2no+x, 8¡, S2n°, <52"°)

and we have Jfg v c Jig "' .
Remark. If « is odd, then 77 ~ Z2„ and does not contain a second subgroup
isomorphic to Z„.
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Remark. If e = n-1, then y/ satisfies the hypotheses of case 5 with ß(8) = 8 '
and the automorphism group of the generic element of Jfg w is isomorphic to
77 = D2n x Z2. If T0 has signature [0 ; 2, 2, 2, n], then y/0: T0 -» 77 is given
by Wo~ (b, bS~xa, a, 8). From the form of y/0 we can see that a has 2«
fixed points and so must be the hyperelliptic involution. Thus all elements of
Jfg ¥ axe hyperelliptic. If in addition n —2nx, then y/0 satisfies case 3. If Y2
has signature [1 ; nx] and G2 = (a8, ab) ~ D2n, we get y/2: Y2 -> G2 defined
by ^2 ~ (8~xa, ab ; <52)and Âfg ¥ = Jfg n , where g - n - 1. Thus y/ and ^2
give us an example of the fourth case of Table 2. Note that Gn G2 = (S2) ~ Z„,
and G is not conjugate to a subgroup of G2 in Modg .
If n = 4tto and e = 2«0 - 1, then e2 = 1 (mod n ) and again y/ satisfies the
hypotheses of case 5 with ß(8) = 8e . It can be seen from this that the general
element of this Jfg v is not hyperelliptic. Note that for no = e = I, this family
of genus 3 Riemann surfaces contains the Fermât quartic.
In [16] the Jacobi varieties of the hyperelliptic examples above were studied.
Some other examples of genus 3 with automorphism group containing 54 were
also studied. Suppose Y has signature [0 ; 4, 4, 3] and y/ : Y -> 54 is the
epimorphism defined by y/ ~ ((1243), (1234), (123)). Then a = z(34)satisfies
the hypothesis of case 6. Let «o = a(34). Then a^ = 1 and ao commutes with
G and so 77 = G x (ao). From the proof of case 6, we have To has signature
[0 ; 2, 4, 6] and y/o: Y0 —►
77 is determined by

Wo~ (a, (1234), «(1342)) = (a0(34), (1234), a0(132)).
There is a second subgroup of 77 isomorphic to S4 ; we identify G with this
subgroup by composing all elements of 54 - A4 with ¿z0• Then % becomes
^o~((34),fl0(1234),zz0(132)).
Now suppose n : H -* Z2 is the epimorphism whose kernel is the new G. If
Yx = ker(7to y/0), then i(K3) < Yx<Yo and no y/0 sends the generators Z2 and

Z3 of T0 to the generator of Z2, and sends Zx to the identity. If
z\=Zx,

then zi,

z2-

Z2ZXZ2X,

z2, z3, z4 generate Yx,and

z3 — Z2,

z4 = Z3 ,

Yx has signature [0;2,2,2,3].

If

W\= WoIr,: T, -> G, then

^,~((34),(23),(13)(24),(123)),
which is equivalent to the example in [16]. Hence ^#3 " c Jf3 "' = Ji3 .

Remark. Suppose Y2 has signature [0; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2] and W2'-Y2 -+ Z2xZ2
is defined by Wi ~ (^\, ^i, s2, e2, £X£2,£Xe2). Then ker ^2 - ^3 and wi
determines a conjugacy class 2?Wlin Mod3. Using w\ above we have both
2?V2< 2?Vx(nonnormally) and 2/Vl < 2?Wi. This is true since all the induced
actions from W\ °f subgroups Z2 x Z2 of 54 are topologically equivalent to

WiSince there are unique S4 actions in genera 4, 5, and 6, the next example
with G = S4 occurs when g = 7 . Here Y has signature [0 ; 2, 4, 2, 4] and

W : T -» 54 is defined by w ~ ((13), (1432), (14), (1342)). Then a = z(34)
satisfies the hypothesis of case 4. Again letting a0 = #(34) we have a\ = 1 and
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77 = G x (ao) ; Yo has signature [0 ; 2, 2, 2, 4] and Wo'■To —»77 is defined
by wo~ (a, fl(12)(34), (13), (1432)) = (¿z0(34),zz0(12),(13), (1432)). Again
we identify G with the other subgroup of 77 isomorphic to S4 by composing
all elements of 54 - A4 with ao . Then wo becomes

W)~((34),(12),Oo(13),ab(1432)).
Again suppose n : 77 —>Z2 is the epimorphism with the new G as kernel and
Yx = kex(n o y/0). Then n o y/0 sends the generators Zx and Z2 of To to the
identity of Z2, and sends Z3 and Z4 to the generator of Z2 . If
z\ — Zx ,

z2 = Z2,

z3 = Z3ZXZ3 ,

z4 = Z3Z2Z3 ,

z5 = Z4 ,

then zx , ... , z5 generate Ti, and Yx has signature [0 ; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2]. If W\ =

Wo|r,: r, - G, then ^, ~ ((34), (12), (14), (23), (13)(24)), and J!*' c
4
We have seen that the action of G on a collection of Riemann surfaces
of genus g is determined by an epimorphism w '■r -» G whose kernel is
isomorphic to Tig . In this section we will study some topological and analytic
invariants associated to an action of G. In particular, we will examine to
what extent these invariants determine the (equivalence class of ) w or can
distinguish between two such.
Suppose 5 is a Riemann surface of genus g > 2 and G < Aut(5). Suppose
the action of G is determined by w and i as in (1) and 5 = Sr, where r = poi
and [p] e T(Y). The action of Y on K via conjugation yields an action of G
on K/K' ~ 77[(5, Z), where K' is the commutator subgroup of K . This action
preserves the intersection pairing. Choosing a canonical basis [4] in 77j(M, Z),
we have a representation 7? : G —> Sp(2g, Z), determined up to conjugation
in Sp(2g, Z). Let x denote the character of 7? .
Let 77°(5, Í29) denote the space of holomorphic q -differentials on 5, which
we can identify with the space of holomorphic g-differentials on U invariant
with respect to the (pull-back) action of r(K). Then p(Y) preserves this space
and induces a (right) action of G. The character %q of this representation of

G is independent of the choice of p and of the choice of [p] in T(Y).
Remark. Note that X = X\ +XX ■
Suppose peS,aeG,a^l,
and a(p) —p. Then there is a local coordinate z centered at p and an integer zz, 1 < zz< o(a), where o(a) denotes
the order of a , so that zz is relatively prime to o(a) and z o a = f« z . That
is, the transformation a rotates a disk neighborhood around p by the angle
|?4 . The integer u is called the rotation number of zz at p . For a e G - {1}
and zze Z, let Xa(u) be the number of points p in 5 at which a has rotation
number congruent to zz modulo o(a). Note that Xa(u) = 0 if (zz, o (a)) ^ 1 .
The collection {Àa\a e G, a ¿ 1} is called the rotation data of the action of G
on 5. It can be calculated directly from w ■

Remark. For all a, b e G and u, k e Z with a ^ 1 , we have Xa = Xbab-i.
If (k, o(a)) = 1, then Xak(ku) = Àa(u), and if k\o(a), so that o(a) = ko(ak),
then
Xak(u) > Xa(u) + Àa(u + o(ak)) -\--r-Aa(zz

+ (A:- l)o(ak)).
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Remark. If w is replaced by ß~xoyi for some ß in Aut(G), then x, Xq and
Xa are replaced by x ° ß, Xq° ß >and Xßia) respectively.
Eichler's trace formula [2, 4, 11] states that, for 1 < q and a e G, a / 1 ,
o(a)-1

(5)

çqu

Xq(a)= ¿2 W")íTfí+¿í,i.
¡1=1
ili

where C = £0(',)• Since y?(l) = (2z7- l)(g - I) + 8qj , this shows that the
rotation data determines the sequence of characters Xq■ We will see that the
converse of this statement is also true.
For F < G, let Xf = (lp)G be the character of the permutation representation of G on the set of cosets G/F . In particular, X(\) is the character of
the regular representation of G and Xg is the trivial character of G. The
following are easy to verify. For b e G, let C(b) denote the conjugacy class
of b in G and let Cent(¿?) be the centralizer of b.
(a) XF(b) = |Cent(¿>)|\C(b) n F\/\F\ and so xf(b) = 0 if and only if no
conjugate of (b) is contained in F .
(b) XbFb-' =Xf-

(c) If (k, o(b)) = 1, then XF(bk)= Xp(b).
(d) Suppose (I), (ax), ... , (as) is a list of representatives from the set of
conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of G. Then X(\)> ■■•>X{as)f°rm
a basis for the space of class functions on G with property (c).

Proposition. The character y determines the signature of Y.
Proof. Suppose the action of G is determined by the epimorphism w '•T -» G
as in (1), where Y has signature [p; mx, ... , mt] and presentation (2). Let

c¡ = w(zd f°r i - I, ■■■, t. Then we have [2]

(6)

X = 2xg+ (2p- 2 + t)x{x)- ¿2x(c,
i=i

First note that p is determined, since 2p = (x, Xg) ■ For / = 1, ... , s, let
n¡ be the number of the c, so that (c,) is conjugate to (a¡). Then (6) can be
rewritten as

(7)

X = 2xG+ (2p-2 + t)X(X)-^2niX{ai).
i=i

Suppose no conjugate of (ar) is contained in any other of the (at).
X{a,)(ar) = 0 if and only if / / r. Evaluating (7) at ar, we obtain
*{ar>-¿

n"

o(ar)

Then

'

which determines nr. Suppose that n¡ is known for all (a¡) which contain a
conjugate of (ar). Then evaluating (7) at ar yields an equation involving nr
and only known zz/'s. In this way the n¡ can be found. Thus the signature of Y
is [p; o(ax)"[, ... , o(as)"s], where m" means that m is repeated zz times. D
Remark. The proof of the above proposition could be based on the monodromy
description of covers of Riemann surfaces (see, for example, Lemma 1.2 of
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[16]). We have the following expressions for the number of fixed points of a¡ :

(8)

2-x(al)=(aJ:\ai(u)=

±

u=\

nk\^f.

k=\

°[ak>

C(ai)n{ak)¿0

Let L = 1 if t = 0, and L - lcm{mi, ... , mt} otherwise.
Proposition. For q > 1 we have

2L(g-l)

Xq+L= Xq H-|£J-X{1)

- Oq,\XG-

In particular, if t = 0 we have

Xq= (2q- l)(p-

l)y<i) +8qAXG-

Proof. Since o(ck) divides L for any k, the Eichler trace formula (5) implies

that for any a e G, a ^ 1,
Xq+L(a) = Xq(a)-8qA.
The result follows easily from this. Note that the Riemann-Hurwitz
implies that

relation

^4,-2+p-^)
is a positive integer.

□

Proposition. The sequence of characters Xq determines the rotation data X.
Proof. This follows directly from the Eichler trace formula. Fix a e G, a ^ 1 .
Equation (5) with q = 1, ... , cß(o(a)) gives a system of linear equations in
the unknowns Xa(u)-^¡,
(u, o(a)) = 1, whose coefficient matrix is Vandermonde. D

Combining the above results we see that knowing the sequence of characters
Xq is equivalent to knowing the signature of Y and the rotation data X. Note
that I. Kuribayashi proves the above result in [11], where he obtains the best
estimate on the number of Xq needed to determine X.
We now examine some applications of the above to the questions raised at
the beginning of this section. We will consider fixed point free actions of G on
a Riemann surface 5 of genus g. Then the rotation data X is identically zero
and all the characters Xq are determined by G and g. Let p = 4^p + 1 be
the genus of S/G and n : S -+ S/G the quotient map.
Suppose first that G is abelian. Then the cover n is determined by an

injection j of G, the character group of G, into HX(S/G, R)/HX(S/G, Z),
the real form of the Jacobi variety of S/G (see, for example, [15, 16]). Let

& be the sublattice of HX(S/G, R) such that j(G) = 2'/HX(S/G, Z). The
map n induces an injection ñ : HX(S/G, R) —>HX(S, R). The image of ñ is
77i(5,R)Ä(G) and ft(^) - 77,(5, Z)R^ . Furthermore, for all yx and y2 in
5f, we have
(ñ(V\), ñ(7i))s = \G\(yi,y2)s/G,
where (, )s and (, )S/G denote the intersection pairings on 5 and S/G respectively. Then ñ covers the induced map ñ : J(S/G) -+ J(S) between the
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Jacobi varieties of S/G and 5, the kernel of ñ is j(G) = 5?/Hx(S/G, Z),
and SP^/fff is the kernel of the polarization induced on ñ(J(S/G)) by J(S),
where
-S^ = {y e HX(S/G, R) | \G\(y, 8)S/G€ Z for all 8 e Sf).
Thus the group 5f^ ¡Sf is an invariant of the fixed point free action of G on
5 and by the above can be calculated from R .
For example, suppose G = Zn x Z„ = (ex) x (e2) and T has signature [p ; -]
and presentation

(9)

(X,, F,, ... , X,, YpI [X,, Yx]■
•■[Xp,Yp] = l).

Then using automorphisms of Y as in [ 1, 7] it is easy to show that any epimor-

phism w '■r —>G is equivalent to

^ ~(ei,ef ,e2, 1, ... , 1)
for some positive zc, k \ n. The problem now is to show that the Wk are
inequivalent. But an easy calculation shows that for Wk>

&±¡sr

a (z,)2 x (z„2/fc)2x (z„2)2^-4.

Thus we can say that the representation R of G distinguishes the fixed point
free actions of G on 5.
If S/G has nontrivial automorphisms, then these may or may not lift to
5 for different G-actions. For example, suppose S/G is hyperelliptic. It is
known that the hyperelliptic involution does not lift to every Galois cover. If G
has fixed points, then a necessary condition is that the hyperelliptic involution
preserves the image of the set of branch points in S/G. However, if G is
abelian and acts without fixed points, then it always lifts [15]. We will give
some examples to show that this is not the case if G is not abelian.
Suppose T has signature [p; -] and G = Aff+(1, 7). Then there is one
equivalence class of epimorphisms w '■T —<■
G. Since G is solvable, one can
see that a lift of the hyperelliptic involution must conjugate an element of order three to its square times an element of order seven. But G has no such
automorphism. Thus the hyperelliptic involution cannot lift to any unramified
G cover of a surface of genus p . The action of G on F7 yields an embedding
of G into 57. Let p = 2 and define two homomorphisms y/x and wi from
T to 57 by

Wx~ ((12), (1234567), (1234567),(12)),

W2~ ((142)(356), (1234567), (147)(26)(35), (1234)).
It is clear that W\ is an epimorphism. Let a, b, c, d denote the four entries in
Wi. The subgroup of Sj generated by a, b, c, and d is not contained in Ay.
On the other hand d3c2d = (127) and d3c4db = (34567) and so this subgroup
contains A-¡. Thus wi is also an epimorphism. It is clear that W\ satisfies
case 1 of the theorem of §2. But a and b generate a copy of Afff(l, 7) in
57 and so Wi cannot satisfy case 1. Thus W\ and Wi determine inequivalent
unramified 57 covers of surfaces of genus 2.
We now examine the case of fixed point free actions by D2n , the dihedral
group of order 2« . Suppose Y has signature [p ; -] and presentation (9) and
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D2n = (a, b | a" - b2 = abab = 1). Using the results in [1, 7], we can show
that any epimorphism w '■r —>D2„ is equivalent to either

W\~(b,l,a,l,...

,1)

or, if n = 2«o,
í¿/2~ (¿?, an°, a, 1, ... , 1).

Again the problem is to show that these are inequivalent when n = 2«o • Since
they determine fixed point free actions of Z>2„ on surfaces of genus g =
2/î(p - 1) + 1, all the characters Xq agree. We will examine the (symplectic equivalence classes of the) representations 7?i and 7?2. For simplicity, we
assume now that p —2.
For W\ and Wi we will give canonical bases {xx, ... , x2n+x,yx, ... , y2n+\}
of 77)(5, Z) and determine the corresponding actions of D2n . Recall that a
canonical basis is one with the property

(Xi, xj)s = (yt ,yj)s = 0,

(x¡, y¡)s = 8¡j,

1 < i, j < 2n + 1.

We will use the same letter to denote a curve, its homotopy class, or its homology
class. We will write the operation in homology as addition, while still writing
concatenation of curves multiplicatively, read from left to right.
Suppose nx : S —>5/Z>2n is the quotient map for the action of D2n on 5
determined by y/\ ■ Let po e S/D2n and label the points of nxx(po) with the
elements of D2n so that for c, d e D2n, c • pd = pcd . Suppose X e Y ~
nx(S/D2n, po) and c e D2n. Let X(c) denote the lift of I to 5 starting
at pc. Then the other endpoint of X(c) is pCV](x)• Also, if d e D2n , then
d • X(c) — X(dc). For example, since ^i(^i) = b, Xx(l)Xx(b) is a closed
curve in 5 . Now define

xx = Xx(l)Xx(b),

yi = Yi(b)-Y2(l),

xk = ak~x-xx,

yk = ak'x -yx,

xn+x = -Xx(l)X2(b)Xx(ba)X2(a"-x),

2<k

< n,

yn+x = -72(1),

xn+k = ak~x -xn+x,

yn+k = ak~x ■yn+x,

x2n+\ =X2(b)X2(ba)---X2(ban-x),

2<k<n,

y2n+1 = Y2(ba) - Y2(l).

Since the closed curves which appear on this list either share a segment or
intersect only over po, it is not hard to show that the homology classes have

the right intersections.
We identify T>2„with a subgroup of 5„ by setting a - (12-••«)""' and
b = (2 n)(3 n— 1) • • • («o "o + 2). To any permutation t in 5„ we associate the
zz by zz permutation matrix defined by M(t) = (8uj)i<ij<nLet e be the
row vector of size zz all of whose entries are 1. Define the two 2« + 1 by 2n + l
matrices A and 77 by

A= I

0

M (a) 0 I ,

77=

' M(b)
0
-i
0
M (ab) -e'
0
0-1

Then we have

[AQ °A) and /?,(*>)= i*

b'
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Suppose n2 : S —>S/D2n is the quotient map for the action of D2n on
5 determined by wi ■ We repeat the same constructions as before. Define
xx, ... , X2„+i as above for W\ and
yx = Yx(ba"<>)X2(b)--X2(ba'">-x)-Y2(an°)

yk = ak~x-yx,

+ xno+x+--- + xn,

2<k<n,

yn+i = -Y2(l),
y„+k = ak~x • yn+x,
ym+i = Y2(ba)-Y2(l)

2<k<n,
+ xx + --- + xno+x2n+x.

Again {xx, ... , y2n+x} is a canonical basis of 77!(5, Z). By construction
R2(a) - Rx(a). Also, the action of b on xx, ... , x2n+x is the same as for
W\■An easy but tedious calculation yields

*(»)-(;-f),
where

/ 0
D=

Do 0

7)0 e'e

\ 0

e

e'

0

and
Do = I + M(a) + ■■■+ M(a)n°-X.

Note that e'e = M(a)D0 + D'0 = 7 + M (a) + ■■■+ M(a)n~x,

-777) = Z>77'.

D = D', and

We now want to show that, even after composing with an automorphism of
D2n , Rx cannot be conjugated to 7?2 in Sp(4zz + 2, Z). In fact we can show
that Rx(D2n) cannot be conjugated to R2(D2n) in SL(4« + 2, Z). Consider
the induced actions of D2n on 77](5, R)/77i (5, Z), the real form of the Jacobi
variety J(S) of 5. Let v e R4"+2. Then Rx(a)v = R2(a)u = v mod Z if and
only if v = (rxe, z-2e, r3, sxe, s2e, s3)' mod Z, for some rx, r2, r3, sx, s2, s3 e
R. Assuming v has this form we see that
7?i(b)v = v mod Z iff r3 = «5i + ZJ52+ 2s3 = 0 mod Z,

while
R2(b)v = v mod Z

iff r3 - «o52 = «o^i + zzo52+ 53 = 0 mod Z.

In particular, if we consider elements of order 2 in J(S), that is, we restrict r¡
and 5, to be 0 or 5 , then we find that Rx(D2n) fixes (Z2)5, while R2(D2n)
fixes (Z2)4. Thus Rx(D2n) cannot be conjugate to R2(D2n) in SL(4« + 2, Z).

Remark. Suppose the matrix E e Sp(4zz+ 2, Q) has the form
*=(£?)•

where E'0-E0.

Then for all c in Z>2„, 75_17?i(c)7i= R2(c) if and only if
AE0 - E0A = 0 and

BE0 - E0B' = -BD.

We have a solution to these equations readily available, that is, Eq = -\D.
Thus Rx(D2n) is conjugate to R2(D2n) in Sp(4« + 2, Q).
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This also shows that 2 is the only "bad" prime. Suppose m = 2k + 1 is any
odd positive integer. Taking E0 = kD and reducing modulo m we see that
R\(Din) is conjugate to R2(D2n) in Sp(4z? + 2, Zm). This example is related

to Theorem 4 in [3].
Remark. This example should be compared to those in [5]. There Gilman and
Patterson examine the action of Zp < Aut(5), for p prime, first on a noncanonical basis of 77](5, Z). The result depends only on g, p, and the number
of fixed points. It is only when finding the action on a canonical basis that the
rotation numbers play a role. Thus actions of Zp having the same number of
fixed points yield representations conjugate in SL(2g, Z), but not conjugate in

Sp(2g,Z).
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